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III. AXIOMS FOR POLAR GEOMETRY 
1. In this chapter we shall give a system of axioms for polar geometry 
satisfying the conditions of II, 1. 
We shall make use of the language of partially ordered sets. A projective 
space e.g. will be considered as the partially ordered set of all its sub-
spaces; it will be supposed to satisfy the axioms given by G. BIRKHOFF 
[2], pg. 116, PG 1-3. 
2. S is a partially ordered set, i.e. a set with a binary relation x..;;; y 
satisfying the following postulates: 
I. x<;y and y..;;;x if, and only if, x=y. 
II. if x..;;;y and y..;;;z, then x..;;;z. 
Instead of x < y we shall often say: y > x. x < y is defined by x..;;; y and 
x#-y. 
The greatest lower bound of a set of elements of S is called their inter-
section (denoted by 1\ x or x 11 y 11 ... 11 z), the least upper bound their 
o:Et9 
join (denoted by V x or x v y v ... v z). (See e.g. R. BAER [1], pg. 259). 
o:Et9 
We now require: 
III. If () M a non vacuous set of elements of S, then the intersection 
1\ x exists. 
The intersection of all elements of S is denoted by 0. 
As a consequence of axiom III we have: 
(2.1) PROPOSITION. If () is a non vacuous set of elements of S that 
have a common upper bound, then V x exists. 
o:Et9 
In this case we say that the elements of () are joined. 
IV. If a E S, the elements x such that x..;;;a form a projective space of 
finite rank ; the rank of this space is called the rank of a. 
Definition: a is called a maximal element of S if x;;;.a implies x=a 
for every xES. 
Points, lines, etc., are defined as usually. 
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V. Every element of S is contained in a maximal element. All maximal 
elements have the same (finite) rank i(S);;;. 3; i(S) is called the index of S. 
VI. If x A y=O, then there exist maximal a and binS such that x.;;;;a, 
y.;;;;b and a A b=O. 
VII. Let a and b be maximal and a A b = 0. 
To every x.;;;; a there exists one and only one x6 .;;;; b such that x v x6 exists 
vnd is maximal. () is a duality of a upon b (a and b being considered as 
projective spaces). 
Consequence: If x~, ... , Xn are elements of S such that Xi v Xf exists 
for all i, j = 1, ... , n, then x1 v x2 v ... v Xn exists too. 
Obviously the polar geometries considered in chapter II satisfy these 
axioms. Before giving further axioms we shall introduce some important 
notions. 
3. If S1 and S2 are two systems satisfying the axioms I-VII, iso-
morphisms of S1 onto S2 are defined as in II, 2. They have the same 
properties as mentioned there. 
4. Let p, q and r be three points of a systemS satisfying axioms I-VII. 
r is called dependent on p and q if, and only if, r v x exists for every x 
such that p v x and q v x exist. 
The set of all points that depend on two points p and q is called the 
imaginary line through p and q and is denoted by pq. 
It is trivial that pq=qp and that p and q belong to pq. 
Furthermore it is clear that isomorphisms transform imaginary lines 
into imaginary lines. 
5. PROPOSITION. If p and q are joined, pq is the set of all points x 
such that x.;;;;p v q. 
Proof: It is obvious that every point x.;;;;p v q belongs to pq. 
Let us suppose that there exists a point r E pq such that r ~ p v q. 
By axiom VI we can find a maximal a;;;. p v q such that r A a= 0. Applying 
the definition of pq we conclude that r v a exists. This is a contradiction 
with the maximality of a and hence our assumption r ~ p v q is false. 
6. PROPOSITION. If r E pq and q=/=r, then p E qr. 
Proof: If p v q exists, nothing has to be proved; so we suppose p 
and q not joined. Then q and r are not joined either; for otherwise we 
could take a line l through q such that r v l does not exist; p can be joined 
to a point of l, different from q (for p v q does not exist), and so r can be 
joined to that point too, which contradicts our assumption that r v l 
does not exist. 
Now let x be a point such that x v q and x v r exist. On x v q there is 
a point y such that p v y exists. Applying the definition of pq we find 
that y v r must exist. If x =1= y, r v x v y = r v x v q would exist and hence 
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r v q, which is not true. Hence x=y, i.e. if x v q and x v r exist, so does 
x v p. This proves p E qr. 
Consequence: For every two points there is one and only one imaginary 
line that contains those points. 
7. PROPOSITION. Let p, q, r, s and t be points in S, p=/=r, q=/=s. 
Suppose p v r and q v s exist and t lies on pq and rs. Then p v r inter-
sects q v s. 
Proof: Let us suppose that our statement is not true. Then we can 
apply axiom VI and so we get a maximal a E S such that p v r <a and 
a A (q v s) =0. 
Consider a'< a such that t v a' exists; we may suppose r(a');;;. i(S)- I. 
q E pt; hence q v a' exists; for a similar reason s v a' exists. Hence q v s v a' 
exists and is of rank ;;;. i(S) + 1 ; but this is impossible. 
Fig. 3 Fig. 4 
8. PROPOSITION. Let p, q, r, p', q' and s be points inS. We suppose: 
r E pq, s ¢. pq, s ¢. p'q', s v p and s v q exist (and hence so does s v r), 
p' <s v p, q' <s v q. Then there exists a point r' on p'q' such that r' <s v r. 
Proof: Let x be a point such that x v p' and x v q' exist. 
a. If x v s exists too, x v p and x v q exist and so does x v r. 
Then x is joined to every point of the line s v r. 
b. Suppose Xo to be a fixed point such that x0 v p' and xo v q' exist 
but x0 v s does not. There is exactly one point r' < s v r such that xo v r' 
exists. 
If now x is an arbitrary point joined to p' and q' but not to s, we have 
to prove that x v r' exists ; from this and a. it follows that r' E p' q'. 
We may suppose that p' v q' does not exist, for if it did, the proof 
would be rather trivial. 
Through x0 v p' and x v p' respectively we choose two maximal elements 
of S which have only p' in common. In each of them we take the element 
of rank i(S) -1 that is joined to q'; so we find a and b of rank i(S) -1 
such that a A b = 0, x0 <a and x < b and which are both joined to p' and q'. 
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There is an a'< a of rank i(S)- 2 such that s v a' exists; as s v x0 does 
not exist, a= Xo v a'; in b we have the analogue b'. 
Now we choose points xo' and x' in a and b respectively, but not in 
a' and b', such that xo' v x' exists. 
From a. it follows that a' v r' exists; as also xo v r' exists, x0' v r' must 
exist. Let z be a point, z < xo' v x', such that z v s exists; then evidently 
z =1- xo'. From a. again it follows that z v r' exists, for xo' and x' are both 





But as xo' v r' and z v r' exist, x' v r' must exist too. 
b' v r' must exist for the same reason as a' v r'; but then x' v b' v r' 
exists and hence x v r', which had to be proved. 
9. If we consider two imaginary lines pq and p'q' such as in the 
preceding section, we can, as we have proved there, project pq upon 
p'q' from s. We shall call such an application a perspectivity and the 
result of a finite series of successive perspectivities a prospectivity of one 
imaginary line upon another. 
Now we shall prove: 
PROPOSITION. If p, q, r and s are four points such that neither p v q 
nor r v s exists, then there exists a prospectivity of pq upon rs. 
Proof: a. pq and rs have a point in common, e.g. p=r. If q v s 
exists, we take the point t < q v s that is joined to p. Then we can apply 
proposition 8 and so we find a perspectivity of pq upon rs. 
If q v s does not exist, we choose a point t such that t v q and t v s 
exist but t v p does not; such a point exists, for pq and rs may be supposed 
to be different and hence p ¢ qs. 
As shown above there are perspectivities of pq upon pt and of pt upon 
ps; by applying them consecutively we get the prospectivity asked for. 
b. pq and rs have no point in common. 
Then we select a point t such that neither tv p nor tv r exists. We 
know that there are prospectivities of pq upon pt, of pt upon rt and of 
rt upon rs; together they form a prospectivity of pq upon rs. 
Remark: As a consequence of this proposition we find that there 
are the same number of points on every imaginary line through two non-
joined points. 
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10. We consider the linear space A with elements 
X= (XI, X2, ... , Xn, ... ) 
where the infinitely many Xn are real numbers which vanish nearly all. 
We introduce in this space a bilinear form 
00 
f(x, y) = X1Y1- X2Y2 + X3Y3- X4Y4 + x5y5- X6Y6 + .L XiYt· 
i~7 
A subspace V of A is called strictly isotropic if f(x, y) = 0 for all x and 
yin V. 
It is not difficult to prove that the system of strictly isotropic sub-
spaces of A satisfies the axioms I-VII. But in infinitely dimensional 
spaces there do not exist polarities and so we shall have to introduce an 
axiom which ensures that the systems S under consideration can be 
embedded in a projective space of finite rank. 
11. DEFINITION: A non void subset () of S will be called a flat subset 
if the following conditions are fulfilled : 
l. If x and y are in () and x v y exists, then the latter is also in (). 
2. If x andy are points in(), so does every point on the imaginary line xy. 
3. If X E () and y<,x, then y E e. 
It is clear that this notion is invariant under isomorphisms. 
Now we introduce the axiom announced in the preceding section: 
VIII. There exists a finite number of points such that S is the only flat 
subset of S that contains all those points. 
It may easily be verified that the system that we considered in section 
10 cannot satisfy this axiom. 
If S is the system of strictly isotropic subspaces with respect to a 
polarity a, it satisfies this axiom. We shall prove this by induction with 
respect to the rank of the linear space A in which a operates : 
l. r(A) = 2i(S). 
We select two disjoint strictly isotropic subspaces of rank i(S); we 
take a basis from each of these subspaces and form their union. Then 
this is a set of points with the required property. 
2. r(A) =n> 2i(S). 
In A we choose a subspace B of rank n -1 containing two disjoint 
maximal strictly isotropic subspaces. According to I, 9 the restriction 
a' of a to B is a polarity; the strictly isotropic subspaces with respect 
to a' are exactly the ones with respect to a that are contained in B. By 
induction we can find the points X1, ... , Xn-1 in B such that the only 
flat subset containing them is the set of elements of S which are contained 
in B. 
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Now we choose an arbitrary point Xn E S, :t B. Then S is the only 
flat subset that contains X1, ... , Xn. For let e be such a flat subset. 
If X E S, X.;;;; B, then X E e, as concluded above. 
If the point X E S, X :t B, we can distinguish three possibilities: 
a. X +Xn E s. On X +Xn lies a point y .;;;;B; as yES, y E e. Hence 
y +Xn E e and hence X E e. 
b. X+ Xn ¢= S and there exists a point Y E S, Y :t B, such that 
X+ Y and Xn+ Y belong both to S. Then the reasoning of case a. is 
applied twice to show that X E e. 
c. X+ Xn ¢= S and every point Y such that X+ Y and Xn + Y belong 
both to S is in B. Then we select two such points Y1 and Yz such that 
Y1 + Y2 ¢= S; one can construct such points by considering two maximal 
elements of S which intersect in Xn only. 
There are points Z1<Yd-X and Zz<Yz+Xn, Zn~'x, Zn•'Yl, Zz=FXn 
and Zz=F Yz, such that zl +Zz E s. 
X 
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Then neither Z1 nor Zz in B; hence we can apply three times the reasoning 
of case a.: on Xn+Zz, Zz+Z1 and Z1+X finally. Thus we find X Ee. 
Hence all points of S are in e, which had to be proved. 
12. We intend to embed the systems S into a projective space P(A) 
in the way that the elements of S considered as projective subspaces 
will be the strictly isotropic subspaces with respect to a polarity. 
Hence all maximal elements of S must be projectively equivalent. If 
i(S);;;.4, that fact is a consequence of axioms I-VII; for we have only 
to consider two elements u and v such that r(u 11 v) =i(S) -1. But then 
r(u 11 v);;;. 3 and hence u and v can be represented by linear spaces over 
the same field; as they have the same rank, there is a projectivity of u 
upon v. If i(S) = 3 but there are at least three points on every imaginary 
line, then it is also true. For let the maximal u and v be such that 
r(u11v)=2. Choose points p<u, q<v, p:tu 11 v, q:tu11v; there is a 
third point r E pq. From proposition 8 it follows that every imaginary 
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line through r that intersects u also intersects v. Thus we find a projection 
of u upon v, and it is not hard to verify that this projection is really a 
projectivity. 
It is not yet known what happens if S does not satisfy any of these 
two conditions. Therefore we must introduce an axiom: 
IX. If u and v are maximal elements of S and are considered as pro-
jective spaces (cf. axiom IV), then there exists a projectivity of u upon v. 
We repeat that this axiom is a consequence of I-VII if S satisfies one 
of the following two conditions : 
l. i(S);;;. 4. 
2. On every imaginary line there are at least three points. 
If Scan be embedded in the projective space P(A), r(A) must be > 6; 
for there are at least two disjoint elements of S of rank i(S) > 3. But then 
P(A) is desarguian and so we have to require the same for the elements 
of S. 
X. If a E S, then the projective geometry of all x..;;;;a is desarguian. 
We remark that this is certainly true if i(S);;;.4. 
An example of a system, satisfying the axioms I-IX, but not X, is 
the manifold 9l treated by H. FREUDENTHAL [5], the so-called symplectic 
geometry of the Cayley numbers. The axioms I-VII and IX are easy to 
be verified in this case. To prove the validity of VIII one can show that 
there exist two planes such that every point of 9llies on an imaginary line 
connecting those planes : 
Planes: P1= (0, 0, l, 0) and Pz= (0, 0, 0, 1). 
If (} = (cf>, (!> A, B) is a point, then 01 = (0, 0, A, 0) and Oz = (0, 0, 0, B) 
are points in P 1 and P 2 respectively; it is not· difficult to show that 0 
is joined to every point that is joined to 01 and 02 both. Hence (} lies on 
the imaginary line through 01 and Oz. 
In the next chapter we shall prove that a system S satisfying the axioms 
I-X can be considered as a system of strictly isotropic subspaces with 
respect to a polarity in a projective space; only one restriction has to 
be made, viz. that if the maximal elements of S are projectively equivalent 
to the space P(A) where A is a linear space over a field F (such an A 
can always be found), the characteristic of F is different from 2; if that 
characteristic = 2, we can only prove that S is part of a system of strictly 
isotropic subspaces. 
(To be continued) 
